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Atlantic Ocean
(on the bottom of).

Squadron Supreme
Headquarters.

“I’m leaving
the squadron
supreme.”

I helped
get us
all here to
safety--

all
except
blur.

but this
squadron
is far from
supreme.

apart from when we
liberated weirdworld
from doctor druid,
what have we really
accomplished?
anything?

he killed hitler, he got the
congressional medal of honor.
and the words “collateral
damage” aren’t even in his
vocabulary.
so flesh
and blood or
artificial, he’s still
a better man than
you’ll ever be!

I agree with hyperion.
any success we have
had is offset by all
the collateral
damage.
innocent
lives. and
that is not me.
I’m done.

then
you attacked
namor.

namor?
weren’t you
the one who
killed him
the first you want
to know
time?
why?…

…I didn’t
want you
to have an
ally that
powerful.

ally?
no. honestly,
what are
don’t bother.
you talking
I have no interest
about?
in anything you
might say.

which
was his choice-to stay
behind with
s.h.i.e.l.d.
point is,
I saved you,
but now as a
team member…
I’m done.

I certainly want
nothing more to do
with this maniac.
I stand
by everything
I’ve done.

everything,
nighthawk?
you killed jim
hammond.

I
didn’t kill
anyone.
hammond
isn’t human.

now, as a part of the squadron
I was an
avenger, supreme--some of the things I’ve
for god’s done…I can barely stand to look
at myself in the mirror.
sake. an
avenger.
and I was
and what
proud of
was all
that.
that about
you and
me fighting
one day-what was
that?

nothing
to say?

you weren’t
quiet back when
you unleashed all
those robotic
hawks.

heat of the
moment.

heat of
something.

whatever
was going on,
you’d need more
than that to
bring me down.

me
and namor
together…

then.

I saw
the inhuman.
ulysses. he
showed me
the future.
you
and I--

--our
battle would
consume
everything.
you
worry about
hammond’s “life”?
that’s nothing
compared to
all the heroes
who’d fall.

“…you
didn’t have
a chance!”

not
I
how I do
wanted
never
things.
to end it
occurred
before we to you to
got to
simply tell
that.
me.

well, I
have better
solution.
I simply
refuse
to fight
you.

there…

